ance between the public's desire for a free flow of ideas and the author's desire for recognition and reward for her creative effort, and at the same time, ensuring that the system of protection established does not create incentives inconsistent with the social value of the work. 4 These two principles, the balance between author and society and the correlation between incentives and societal value, will be referred to respectively as the proper level of investment and the proper direction for investment.
In approaching the challenge of protecting computer programs under the copyright law, commentators have substituted, at times without reflection, computer software for computer program as the work included within copyright. Such commentators exclude computer hardware from the realm of copyright and relegate it to another system of intellectual property protection, such as patent or trade secret. 5 They perceive a continuum with software 6 at one end and hardware 7 at the other. And source code, perhaps because of its similar appearance to works written in human languages, most clearly deserves copyright protection, while hardware, perhaps because of its more industrial pedimeans by which an important public purpose may be achieved. It is intended to motivate the creative activity of authors and inventors by the provision of a special reward, and to allow the public access to the products of their genius after the limited period of exclusive control has expired. Id. at 429; see also Twentieth Century Music Corp. v. Aiken, 422 U.S. 151, 156 (1975) ; Mazer v. Stein, 347 U.S. 201, 219 (1954) ; United States v. Paramount Pictures, 334 U.S. 131, 158 (1948) . Other approaches might focus on rewarding the author or ensuring an appropriate relationship between an author and her work. See generally Glynn S. Lunney,Jr., A Critique of the Use of Economic Analysis in Copyright (Aug. 14, 1989) (unpublished manuscript) (student author) (on file with the Stanford Law Review).
4. On the balance between society and the author, see 1 PAUL GOLDSTEIN, COPYRIGHT § 1.1 (1989) . The directions principle is a bit more complex but derives basically from the notion that the incentive system should be neutral as between two works that are similar, despite the fact that one appears to be more clearly art. Cf Bleistein v. Donaldson Lithographing Co., 188 U.S. 239, 251-52 (1903) . Social or societal value of a work is used throughout this paper as the economic value to society of the work created. This term is necessarily slippery, but market value as the integrated area under the work's demand curve will suffice assuming that each person along the demand curve had to pay for the work, i.e., that the public good nature of the work is not affecting that curve.
5. See, e.g 6. Since a good portion of this note argues that a conceptual line between hardware and software should not be recognized legally, it would be somewhat foolish to define the term "software" at this point. Suffice it to say that in this note the term refers to those things generally considered protected by copyright as computer programs. This does not refer to the technical support manuals or instructions, but only to code, either source or object code, which when input into a computer makes the computer perform certain functions. I also will use the term "software program" with the same meaning.
7. Keeping in mind the limitations set out above, "hardware" as used in this note refers to those elements generally not considered protected by copyright, specifically, electrical circuits embedded in silicon. That term generally does not include the various peripherals and interfaces (video monitor, disk drives, keyboard, mouse, and the like) that turn the hardware into a computer. gree, 8 clearly does not. At each step away from source code, and seemingly towards hardware, the courts were called upon to decide if this step went too far. The first tentative step was taken with object code, which is a series of l's and O's that the computer can read directly. 9 This was followed quickly by firmware, which is a software program stored on a memory chip.' 0 Recently, another step has been taken in the form of microcode, a set of written instructions embodied in the microprocessor chip that controls the inner workings of the central processing unit."' While the courts readily took each step, commentators argued that each step went too far.
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Logic circuits represent the last step to be taken in getting all the way to the computer hardware end of the continuum. 1 3 It is a step that this note argues should be taken. Specifically, the note focuses on design methods and appropriability concerns for application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), which for the purposes of this note include custom and semicustom chips, as well as programmable logic devices (PLDs) 14 As their name indicates, ASICs are chips designed to perform specific tasks. For example, these chips can be found in various personal computers currently on the market, providing sequencing and execution control, duplicating the functions of an operating system, or performing any number of other tasks necessary to tie the microprocessor into a system where a user can harness its power. 15 Deciding whether 8. Thus, the title of the author, whether electrical engineer or computer scientist, could spell the difference between a work receiving copyright protection or not. At least that would be one interpretation of the rule.
9. See Apple Computer v. Franklin Computer Corp., 714 F.2d 1240 , 1249 , 1252 (3d Cir. 1983 ) (object code is a computer program within the meaning of § 101), cert. dismissed, 404 U. S. 1033 Williams Elec. v. Artic Int'l, 685 F.2d 870, 876-77 (3d Cir. 1982 ) (same); Midway Mfg. Co. v. Strohon, 564 F. Supp. 741, 750-51 (N.D. Ill. 1983 719-20 (N.D. Cal. 1982 ) (same). 10. See Apple Computer, 714 F.2d at 1249 , 1252 (firmware is a copy of the object code); Williams Elec., 685 F.2d at 876-77 (same); Midway jfg. Co., 564 F. Supp. at 750-51 (same); Tandy Corp. v. Personal Micro Computers, 524 F. Supp. 171, 173 (N.D. Cal. 1981) (same) . Note that the industry definition presupposes the legal answer in that it focuses on the program being stored in a chip rather than the chip containing a program. Taking the second tack, firmware is a chip that emits a voltage signal as if it were the object code stored in a random access memory.
11. See NEC Corp. v. Intel Corp., No. C-84-20799-WPG, slip op. at 3-6 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 6, 1989 ) (microcode is a computer program within the scope of § 101). Machine-Readable Form, 1984 DUKE LJ. 663, 705-53; Mark Friedman, Copyrighting Machine Language Computer Software-The Case Against, 26 Hous. L. REv. 275, 295-96 (1989) (student author).
13. For a more detailed discussion of the possible dividing lines between hardware and software, see text accompanying notes 19-38 infra.
14. For an explanation of PLDs, see text accompanying notes 28-30 infra. 15. Seee.g., John Martin Birkner, The Evolution of PALs, BYTE, Jan. 1987, at 208. copyright protects ASICs is important for two reasons. First, other forms of intellectual property, such as patent and trade secret, do not seem to protect adequately these works. 1 6 Second, market estimates indicate that ASICs may command 50 percent of the worldwide integrated circuit market by 1990.17
The heart of the argument for copyright protection for ASICs is simple-source code, object code, firmware, and logic circuits are all different ways of achieving a gate configuration through which an electrical signal can flow to produce a result, in some cases the same result. 18 Because they all require similar intellectual and financial investments to create, face similar risks of nonappropriability of investment due to uncompensated use, and contain in equal parts elements important to the production of future works, they should all be protected under the same scheme of intellectual property protection. The argument will be taken in pieces: In section II.A., I will show that ASICs satisfy the formal requirements to obtain copyright protection, followed by an argument in section II.B. that both the level of and direction for incentives principles justify that protection, and concluding 16 . While a full discussion of the possibilities of patent, trade secret, and the Semiconductor Chip Protection Act are beyond the scope of this note, I would like to make a few points concerning their potential weaknesses for ASIC protection. The circuits in ASICs would not usually satisfy patent's higher standards for protection. [T] he circuits in chips are usually well known and, therefore, unpatentable."). Moreover, trade secret protection is available only until the circuit designs are disclosed or a chip containing the circuits is sold in a public market. Id. at 64. Also, assuming copyright and trade secret provide the same level of returns, copyright is preferable because it provides an option-of licensing or reinvention, whereas with trade secret only reinvention is available, since it is difficult to license something of which one is unaware. Protection under the Semiconductor Chip Protection Act (SCPA), Pub. L. No. 98-620, 98 Stat. 3335 (codified as 17 U.S.C. § § 901-915 (Supp. 1987)), may be available for custom or semicustom ASICs but not for programmable logic devices. See 17 U.S.C. § 901(a)(2) (Supp. 1987) (definition of protectible subject matter); see also Ronald S.
Laurie, The First Year's Experience Under the Chip Protection Act or "'Where Are the Pirates Now that We
Need Them?', THE COMPUTER LAW., Feb. 1986, at 11, 18 . But the SCPA protects only the three dimensional gate layout on the chip, not the "program" (sequential logic) inherent in the design of the gate configuration, which is the focus of this note. See 17 U.S.C. § 901 (a)(2)(A) (Supp. 1987) . Evidence from the marketplace also suggests that the protection provided through these systems is generally inadequate. 187, 191 (1985) ; Dennis S. Karjala, Copyright, Computer Software and the New Protectionism, 28 JURIMETRICSJ. 33, 36-40 (1987) Systems, 1983 with a general discussion in section II.C. of the proper scope for that protection. Before getting into the argument for protection, consider section I, which lays out both the relevant aspects of the technology and the development of copyright protection for computer programs since the 1980 amendments.
I. THE EARLY STRUGGLES WITH THE HARDWARE-SOFTWARE LINE
While in some ways the difference between hardware and software is intuitively clear, intuition alone cannot suffice as a legal standard to differentiate hardware from software. 1 9 Prospective investors require a clear standard so that they can know in advance what sort of protection, if any, the works in which they invest will receive. Arguably, a legal line between hardware and software may be drawn based either on the method of creation, or on the technical differences between logic and memory. To understand these two conceptual bases, a brief review of some aspects of computer technology will be helpful.
A. The Relevant Technology

The situation at hand.
Transistors are one of the building blocks for all semiconductor chips. They are tiny electronic devices "capable of amplifying electrical signals and acting as an electrical switch." '20 Transistors can provide a high or low voltage which can be represented by Boolean logic 2 1 or the binary system. By tying the transistors together, we can construct gates that perform basic logical functions. Three elementary gates provide the basis for logic and memory circuits: AND gates, OR gates and inverters. Combining the inverter with either the AND or the OR gate produces their logical complements, the NAND gate or the NOR gate respectively. From these gates, all other gates may be created. 22 A chip design is created by tying together the appropriate gates to achieve the desired gate configuration or circuit.
Circuits may be classified as logic or memory circuits. While the
19.
Nor is it sufficient to say that one is a machine and the other is not, because the technology is not straightforward in that way. Both software and hardware affect the flow of electricity in a computer. Cf Midway Mfg. Co. v. Strohon, 564 F. Supp. 741, 751-52 (N.D. Ill. 1983 ) ("The fact that ... electrical current moves through a silicon chip rather than being remotely directed in its movement by information on a tape or disk, does not in our view serve as a tenable basis for concluding that a ROM is somehow more 'utilitarian'....").
20. 6-16 (1986) .
same electrical rules govern both types of circuits, 23 they perform different functions within the chip architecture. Logic circuits electronically perform information processing functions while memory circuits simply store data or object code. 24 A chip may contain both memory and logic circuits.
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To focus the discussion an introduction of some of the major characters is in order: they are programmable read only memory chips, programmable logic devices, custom chips, and semicustom chips.
Programmable read only memory chips (PROMs) are commonly used to store object code. The circuitry in a PROM consists of an array of AND gates and an array of OR gates. To store object code in a PROM, the object code is fed into a special programming machine which breaks connections on the OR array so that each line of the object code can be reproduced from the PROM. 2 6 Thus, the final gate configuration of the PROM is determined by the combination of the blank array of AND and OR gates and use of the object code to "program" the OR array. And it is this combination which is firmware.
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Programmable logic devices (PLDs) also consist of a paired array of AND and OR gates. 28 The two basic forms are programmable logic arrays (PLAs), in which both gate arrays are programmable, and programmable array logic (PALs), in which only the AND gate array is programmable. 29 Where a PROM is programmed generally with an object code version of a software program, a PLD is programmed with either Boolean equations or some higher level logic description language.
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Custom and semicustom chips have gates configured to achieve the logic pattern desired by a purchaser. To achieve the final gate configu- BYrE, Jan. 1987, at 207, 207 ("the PROM is also ideal for logic applications requiring less than 10 inputs"); Robinson, supra note 17, at 197 ("a ROM can function as a logic device"). 27. See, e.g., Midway Mfg. Co. v. Strohon, 564 F. Supp. 741, 751 (N.D. Iil. 1983) . Other cases that refer to memory circuits "storing" programs are referring to firmware. See, e.g., Stern Elecs. v. Kaufman, 669 F.2d 852, 854 (7th Cir. 1982 ) (storage of instructions and data on a PROM); Apple Computer v. Formula Int'l, 562 F. Supp. 775, 778 (C.D. Cal. 1983 ) (discusses creation of ROM from object code), aff 'd, 725 F.2d 521 (9th Cir. 1984 [Vol. 42:163 rations of custom and semicustom chips designers generally use hardware description languages and computer-aided design rather than the traditional method of drawing schematic diagrams.
To design full-custom chips, Boolean equations derived from the desired specifications of a prospective purchaser are written out and entered into a silicon compiler. The compiler generates the chip design in the form of a layout. 3 ' The layout can be debugged through computer simulation and the result run through a production process to create the final gate configuration on a previously blank wafer of silicon.
2
For semicustom chips, two general design methods are available: gate arrays and standard cells. In the case of a gate array, the initial three-quarters of the chip are created using general specifications. The remainder, usually one to four layers, is then customized using a process similar to that used to create a full-custom chip, with functions broken out and the necessary Boolean equations developed. 3 3 The set of equations is entered into a compiler that can create the final gate layout. The final gate layout is then used to lay down the last quarter of the gate configuration.
The standard cell design method begins with a blank slate, like fullcustom chips. However, rather than designing with individual gates, the designer uses a library of building blocks, each of which represents a group of gates tied together to perform a specific logic or memory function.3 4 This procedure is analogous to object oriented programming in software development.
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Returning briefly to the notion that copyright protection should attach depending on the method of creation, while circuit diagrams and source level programming appear easily differentiable, not so the method for creating ASICs as compared to the method for creating conventional software. Equations fed into the silicon compilers used to create ASICs look "a lot like programs written in Fortran or C, '' 3 6 two source code languages used to write software programs. As a general 31. See Robert A. Freedman, Getting Started with PALs, BYrE, Jan. 1987, at 223, 224; Robinson, supra note 17, at 199-200. 32. For an account of mask-based production, see Chips Hearings, supra note 16, at 22-25 (statement of F. Thomas Dunlap, Jr.). For a discussion of more advanced possibilities, see Chips Hearings, supra note 16, at 99 (statement of Dorothy Schrader) (" [I] t is now possible to 'write' the patterns directly on a wafer using electron-beam technology."). May 12, 1988, at 32, 32. observation, object code and Boolean equations, source code and silicon compilers, object oriented programming and standard cells, and programming a PROM and programming a PLD all are software and hardware design equivalents. Each pair reflects fundamentally the same method of creating a final gate configuration to produce a result. Thus, even those in the computer industry often cannot agree whether to label any given product as software or hardware. 3 7 In comparison, the functional difference between logic (processing data) and memory (storing data) remains a viable conceptual line upon which to divide hardware and software. Whether this line should be the basis of deciding the legal issue of copyright protection remains to be determined. 
See
The situation in perspective.
Before discussing the courts' early struggles with the hardwaresoftware line, the hardware-software line must be put in perspective. The hardware-software line has not always been a part of computer technology. The original computers were hardwired and contained no conventional software. 39 The advent of the general purpose computer created the need for software. Without software, a general purpose computer was merely a bunch of wiring; however, software could configure the wiring in such a manner so as to convert the "bunch of wiring" into a machine capable of performing various desired functions. 40 Hardware has continued to advance with the invention of the semiconductor chip in 1959 and the microprocessor chip in 1971. The latest generation of chips "have more computing power, compute faster, consume far less power, are more reliable, and sell for a fraction of the cost of mainframe computers of the early 1970's. ''4 1 The computer industry recognizes the current generation of computers as the fourth. Researchers expect the fifth generation to consist of computers capable of more accurately duplicating the human thought process through the use of parallel architecture. Future generations may function more like biological systems, with molecular transistors and memory systems based on optics rather than electricity. [Vol. 42:163 The question remains whether there always will be a hardware-software line or whether it is merely a transitory stage in the evolution of computer technology.
Consider, for example, patent number 4,802,103. This patent describes circuitry that can associate new events with ones it has "experienced" before. This is made possible through the use of programmable electrical switches. These circuits "learn" by increasing the electrical charge stored at those switches that experience repeated use. Thus, computer designers may create neural networks which "recognize" events by comparing the pattern of electrical activity generated by one event with the patterns generated by previous events. 43 This capability raises such questions as whether these neural networks are protectible by copyright as computer programs; and, whether the network contains any identifiable line between hardware and software. Fortunately, these questions need not be answered here and now, but we must keep in mind that the incentive structure created by the law here and now will affect the chances of such advances coming to pass.
B. A Brief History of the Legal Status of the Hardware-Software Line
As a starting point, it remains unclear on what legal basis the hardware-software line has been drawn. A 1980 amendment to the 1976 Copyright Act defines a computer program as "a set of statements or instructions to be used directly or indirectly in a computer to bring about a certain result," 44 mentioning neither hardware nor software. Apparently, Congress opted to avoid a narrow definition in order to provide flexibility in the face of inevitable innovation. 45 While in its silence Congress might have intended not to include hardware, a machine, under copyright, there is some indication that Congress, acting on the recommendation of the National Commission on New Technological Uses (CONTU), intended to leave this and other difficult linedrawing issues for the courts.
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The Copyright Office has refused thus far to register gate configurations if developed using conventional hardware design and fixed on a chip. 4 Though Judge Newcomer stated a fairly clear "means of creation" test, he applied it incorrectly, holding that an operating system in object code form stored on a PROM was not protectible. 49 The Third Circuit reversed and held that the object code version of the operating system was a program and that it was fixed on the PROM. 5 0 The Third Circuit's decision, though correct, provides little guidance for future cases. If courts should merely focus on some form of the initial work-looking for a writing that resembles conventional software, and finding it, take no steps to determine if it is fixed in the particular silicon chip, then protection results from "medium" and not "message." 5 1 In other words, if the creator submits schematics of a circuit that resemble architectural drawings, then a copyright in those drawings will not protect the circuits. But if, however, the creator submits a "set of statements" embodying the step-by-step function of the circuits and that set of statements adequately resembles a source code version of a software program, then a copyright in the set of statements will protect the resulting circuit.
One court's decision concerning microcode suggests that this might indeed be the case, though without explicitly referring to the method of creation in determining whether a gate configuration should be copyrightable.
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to have a court mandate registration for its chips, but voluntarily dismissed the case. See Intel Corp. v. Ringer, No. 77-2848 (N.D. Cal. Oct. 10, 1978 52. The court's only reference to method of creation is in the language indicating that a set of statements did exist to satisfy the statutory definition. NEC Corp. v. Intel Corp., No. C-84-20799-WPG, slip op. at 3-8 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 6, 1989) The microcode can be, and is at one point in its creation, represented as a set of statements. Furthermore, microcode can even be "stored" on a chip in the same manner that conventional software is stored on a PROM. Copyright protection for microcode, therefore, represents no extension of the so-called "firmware doctrine." ' 56 In NEC Corp., Judge Grey was justified in treating the microcode as firmware because NEC decided not to dispute the copyrightability issue.
The Copyright Office has also looked to the form of the work and the method of creation when determining which aspects of computer technology qualify for copyright protection. For example, when registration was initially sought for a PAL, the Copyright Office sought more information on its method of creation. 5 7 In response, the applicants submitted a picture of the PAL's wiring and the set of statements used to connect the gates in the desired configuration. The Copyright Office written set of statements rather than a drawing may have played some role in the courts determination). This seems likely given that Intel's attorneys were arguing similar method of creation for microcode as compared to conventional software, see F. Thomas Dunlap, Jr., NEC v. 56. The firmware doctrine subsumes two questions: whether the original work is a computer program and whether the chip is a copy of that work. Microcode has the same one-toone correspondence as conventional firmware. Since each line of the original work is stored in memory as a 0 or 1, it falls within the reach of the firmware doctrine. See Phil Koopman, Microcoded Versus Hard-wired Control, BYrE, Jan. 1987, at 235, 240-42. 57. See Letter from Nancy H. Lawrence, Head Literary I, Examining Division, to Kirk G. Downing (Nov. 23, 1987 ) ("Is this work a computer program? If so, how is it created?").
registered the PAL equations as a computer program on February 25, 1987. Two suits have been filed on the copyright. 58 One is pending trial under a maintenance preliminary injunction and the other has been dismissed pursuant to a stipulated permanent injunction. 5 9 Pending the decision in the remaining case, the Copyright Office has suspended granting registrations for the statements used to program a PLD. 6 0 Both the microcode decision and the registration of the PAL "program" are troublesome. The heart of the controversy is not that a form of the work may satisfy the definition of computer program given in section 101 of 17 U.S.C., but rather whether a chip produced using that program is a copy. A material object, such as a chip, is a copy if the work "can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device."
Traditional firmware satisfies the copy definition because the exact literal expression of the object code version stored in it can be reproduced. On the other hand, ASICs do not satisfy the definition in the same way because they cannot reproduce the set of equations used to create them. This is the functional difference between memory and logic circuits: Logic processes data, while memory stores it. However, this difference between memory and logic does not justify excluding logic circuits from copyright protection.
II. PROTECTING ASICs THROUGH COPYRIGHT
Should the courts extend copyright protection to hardware by reading the definition of "computer program" in section 101 of the Copyright Act to include sets. of statements used in the creation of an ASIC?
To answer this question it is necessary to examine whether the logic-memory dichotomy in technology should be applied as a legal standard to exclude ASICs from copyright protection. The examination entails a somewhat detailed exploration of the copyright doctrine of fixation, from which I conclude that the logic-memory dichotomy should not bar copyright protection for logic circuits. Even without a conceptual basis to differentiate hardware from software, some have employed other copyright principles to argue for the exclusion of hardware from copyright, including the useful article limitation, limited rights in depictions of useful articles, and the idea-expression dichotomy, and I deal with each of these in turn.
After concluding that ASICs can be protected under copyright if we want them to be, I proceed to show that, despite the technological nature of ASICs' development, we should want them to be, based on the two principles of copyright, the level of investment and the direction for investment.
Finally, I show that copyright can be applied to a technically oriented work providing extra incentives to its creators without necessarily stifling the production of future works.
A. Disposing of the Conventional Copyright Arguments Against Protecting Chips Within Copyright
Copyright initially attaches when an original work of authorship is fixed in a tangible medium of expression.
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First, the work must be original; however, the originality standard for protection under copyright is very low. Basically, so long as a work is not a copy, it qualifies as original.
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Second, the work must be authored. A work of authorship does not require that an author in the colloquial sense write it, but instead requires that the work either fall within one of the seven categories of works protected by copyright or be sufficiently similar to these previously protected works that copyright protection is justified by analogy. 64. 17 U.S.C. § 102(a) (1982) (literary works, musical works, dramatic works, pantomimes and choreographic works, pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works, motion pictures and other audiovisual works, and sound recordings). Goldstein refers to the second requirement as expression, but his description of its substance focuses on whether the work in question falls within or is sufficiently similar to one of the seven categories of works listed in the statute. See I P. GOLDSTEIN, supra note 4, at § 2.6. I prefer to use the phrase work of author-Finally, for protection to attach, the work must be fixed. It cannot be merely a song in one's head, but must have been set down in a medium, such as written on paper as a musical score or recorded on a tape, where it can be "perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated for a period of more than transitory duration. '65 If all three of these requirements are satisfied, the author has the exclusive rights laid out in section 106, including rights to reproduce or sell a copy of the work, or to prepare derivative works from the work, which in turn are limited by the statutory defenses laid out in sections 107-118.66 Anyone who violates one of the exclusive rights provided by sections 106-118 is guilty of infringement. 67
Aspects of ASIC design qualify for copyright.
To create an ASIC, the designer writes a set of descriptive statements in either Boolean algebra or a simulator's descriptive language. This set of statements is the copyrightable work that we want to focus on rather than the resulting circuits as ultimately formed in silicon.
In considering ASICs, two of the three requirements for protection can be disposed of quickly. We can assume that the work in question is original, that the designer created it in response to some perceived external stimuli without copying from past works. 68 The designer has fixed the statements by writing them out, initially on paper and later on a keyboard interfaced with some type of electronic memory. 69 The third requirement, that of a work of authorship, requires a more extended discussion. To avoid the murky area of what might not fall within one of the seven categories, yet remain sufficiently similar to justify protection, I will restrict the discussion to two of the seven categories explicitly mentioned in the copyright statute, literary works and pictorial, graphic and sculptural works. 70 Once the statements have been used to create a final gate configuration, focusing on the circuits ship since it is not clear that exclusion under this requirement implies anything about whether the expression is inseparable from or even substantially dictated by the idea of the work, which seems the core of the idea-expression dichotomy. 1982) . Note that the scope of copyright protection may vary depending upon the category of the work. See, e.g., 17 U.S.C. § 113(b) (1982) . Of particular concern is the exclusion carried over in § 113(b) for useful aspects of works classified as pictorial, graphic, and sculptural. Id.; see also COPYRIGHT REPORT, supra note 1, at 55, 1976 U.S. CODE CONG. & ADMIN. NEws at 5668. " [T] he Committee is seeking to draw as clear a line as possible between copyrightable works of applied art and uncopyrighted works of industrial design."
[Vol. 42:163 themselves might lead one to exclude the circuits as useful articles within the category of pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works. 7 1 However, the principal focus should be on the written statements, for which the category of literary works (specifically computer programs) appears most appropriate. 72 Even without considering the use of the resulting circuits, these written statements satisfy the definition of computer program in section 101 of the Copyright Act. 73 They are a set of statements written to be used in a computer, a silicon compiler or programming machine, to produce a result, a final gate configuration.
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Even if copyright protects the set of statements prior to conversion to electrical circuits, it still must be determined whether the circuits produced based on those statements constitute a copy. If the circuits are considered a copy, then no one can reproduce or distribute them without the permission of the designer who wrote the original set of statements.
75 If the circuits are not considered a copy, then the copyright in the set of statements in no way protects the circuits.
To be a copy, the circuits must be a material object from which the work can be "perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device." ' 76 In interpreting this section, courts have indicated that various types of computer memory chips created using a copyrighted object code version of a software program are copies of the object code version. 7 7 Interestingly, most of the courts have determined that the memory chip is a copy based on earlier decisions relating to video games, the expressive elements of which are copyrightable as audiovisual works. 74. "Computer" is not defined in the Copyright Act. 75. Note that only two of the five exclusive rights apply to the copies of the work: the right to reproduce and the right to distribute. 17 U.S.C. § 106(1), (3) (1982). The other three rights, the rights to prepare derivative works, perform publicly, and display publicly, apply to the work itself. 17 U.S.C. § 106(2), (4), (5) itself be "perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated" 7 9 from the copy. Thus, a chip is a copy of an audiovisual work if the chip, together with the necessary interface, can reproduce the particular series of related images and accompanying sounds which constitute the copyrighted audiovisual work. 8 0 To determine if the chip is a copy, the court need only look at the resulting video displays. The logic-memory dichotomy plays no role in this determination.
In contrast, a chip is a copy of a computer program only if the particular literal expression of the copyrighted work can be "perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated." 8 ' In the case of memory chips such as PROMs, the literal expression can be reproduced in object code form. The l's and O's "stored" in a PROM may be read directly by instructing the PROM to print out its contents or by testing each possible input and determining the resulting output.
8 2 Similarly, the original microcode statements may be determined from the circuits themselves since there is a one-to-one correlation between items "stored" in memory and the commands used to create the chip. 8 3
Logic circuits present more difficulty because they do not store data, but instead process it. Therefore, the original statements used to create the logic circuits cannot be reproduced from the circuits themselves. A researcher can take a microscope and decipher the circuits, 8 4 but it is unclear whether this on-off switch diagram satisfies the statutory definition of a copy. While the circuits represent, in some sense, the set of statements that generated them, the question is whether that representation equates to the reproduction required by the Copyright Act.
Consider a mechanical analogy. A drill press uses a die to determine the patterns it will drill into a wooden block. Treating the drill press and die system as an analog computer, the die would be a set of have already rejected defendant's similar argument in the context of the copyrights for the audiovisual works.").
79. 17 U.S.C. § 101 (1982 'd, 797 F.2d 1222 'd, 797 F.2d (3d Cir. 1986 'd, 797 F.2d ), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 1031 'd, 797 F.2d (1987 . [Vol. 42:163 instructions (the program) used in the drill press (the computer) to generate a result. The die should therefore be protected as a computer program. Even assuming that the die is protected under copyright, whether the drilled wood block should be considered a copy of that program is the analogous question. If, instead of being mechanically controlled, the drill press were controlled by a microprocessor as directed by a conventional software program, whether the drilled wood block is considered a copy of the software program presents a closer analogy. Finally, replace the drill press and wood block with a programming machine and a programmable chip and ask once again if the resulting programmed chip is a copy of the set of statements used to produce it or merely an article of manufacture.
As in the case of computer screen displays, the requirement that a copy be able to reproduce the work would seem to eliminate the possibility that either the screen display or the drilled wood block could be considered a copy of the computer program which together with the appropriate interface creates it. Neither the screen display nor the wood block can reproduce the literal expression of the program which generated them. Admittedly, in the case of a screen display, a wood block, or a logic circuit, written statements can be created which describe the object. However, these statements will not necessarily duplicate the original literary expression of the work. For example, in the case of a PAL, the Boolean equations describing its logic circuits could be determined by testing all possible inputs and noting the corresponding outputs. Still, the resulting equations would represent only the most basic logic of the device, 8 7 and as is true of the screen display, many possible higher level programming sequences could be written that would generate these same basic equations. This is because the PAL assembler eliminates redundancy in the logic of the original work, making it impossible to determine the original expression of the higher level programming sequence. 8 8 Thus, an ASIC does not satisfy the reproduction aspect necessary to qualify as a copy of the original set of statements. But, before adopting this logic-memory dichotomy as a legal rule, consider the implications of that line as a guide to copyright protection as illustrated by a control sequence mechanism for a computer.
Such a mechanism might consist of all memory circuits (horizontal microcode), all logic circuits (hardwired), or a mixture of memory and logic circuits (vertical microcode). In any of these three systems, the The question, then, is whether this technical difference justifies finding a logic control sequence that uses horizontal microcode but not vertical microcode or hardwiring to be protected by copyright. Adopting the dichotomy as a legal rule would mean that one using horizontal microcode would be protected by copyright but that a logic control sequence using vertical microcode would not. This is perhaps the ultimate illustration of the absurdity of the hardware-software line as a legal rule. While a conceptually consistent line can be drawn, it does not make sense in relation to the objectives of the copyright system. All of the factors justifying copyright protection for such a mechanism using horizontal microcode apply equally to one using vertical microcode.
A different approach is required to avoid a rule inconsistent with the purposes of copyright. Reproduction is only one aspect of the statutory definition of a copy; a copy can also exist if the material object can "otherwise communicate[]" 90 the work. Generally, CONTU has recognized that programs in some forms communicate information only to a computer. 9 1
In the control sequence mechanism, any of the three circuits can communicate the proper electrical impulse. Considering the principles of copyright, that ability should suffice tojustify a finding that a chip is a copy of the original hardware design. As in the case of memory chips and object code, failing to protect the work in this form would undercompensate the author with respect to the societal value of the work by permitting much of the economic value to escape through piracy of the unprotected, but functionally identical, form. 9 2 Thus, by conceiving of ASICs as a copy of the set of statements originally used to create them, ASICs can satisfy the three requirements for Cir. 1982 ) ("an unlimited loophole' by which infringement of a computer program is limited to copying of the computer program text but not to duplication of a computer program fixed on a silicon chip"); Midway Mfg. Co. v. Strohon, 564 F. Supp. 741, 751-52 (N.D. Il1. 1983); Tandy Corp. v. Personal Micro Computers, 524 F. Supp. 171, 175 (N.D. Cal. 1981) . And courts have focused on it in protecting object code. See, e.g., Midway Mfg. Co., 564 F. Supp. at 751 ("To allow protection of the source code version of a program would be pyrrhic indeed if the object code version ... could be freely reproduced without constituting an infringement.").
[Vol. 42:163 copyright protection to attach. The set of statements is the copyrightable work and the ASIC is a copy or medium of fixation for that work. The failure to differentiate between the work (the set of statements) and its copy (the ASIC) has generated several other arguments suggesting potential bases for denying copyright protection for these works. Yet, these arguments have no foundation so long as the focus remains on the work instead of on the medium of fixation.
The three reasons not to protect hardware.
Without looking for any conceptual basis to distinguish hardware from software, commentators cite three rules of copyright as foreclosing the possibility of copyright protection for hardware: First, copyright protects a useful article only to the extent of its separable, nonutilitarian aspects; 9 3 second, copyright in a 2-or 3-dimensional representation of a useful article does not protect the useful article itself; 94 and finally, copyright protects only the expression of a work-not the ideas or systems that are described in the work. 9 5
The first rule cited by commentators is of no concern because the circuits, a useful article, are not the copyrightable work but rather the media in which the copyrightable work is fixed. Indeed, all media in which a copyrightable work might be fixed must necessarily be useful articles. Whether we are dealing with a PROM, tape, or disk that can Co., 7 F. Supp. 571, 572 (D. Mass. 1934 ) (copyright in layout and discussion of contract bridge situation covered only the exact language and could not provide an exclusive right in the distribution of the cards or the principles of contract bridge). store software programs, film that can store audiovisual works, paper that can store literary works, or a compact disk that can store a sound recording, the medium of fixation is certainly useful, but that does not prevent the work stored therein from achieving copyright protection. 9 6 In each case, others are free to use these media to store their own, or other noninfringing, works. 9 7 Copyright protection in the work merely prohibits others from reproducing or distributing any medium that contains the author's copyrighted work without the author's consent. 98 The second rule cited to deny copyright protection to hardware relies to some extent on the method of hardware's creation. This argument points to the differences in appearance between conventional hardware design and source level programming. Conventional hardware design looks like an architectural drawing from which the final gate configuration is built. Source level programming, on the other hand, looks like a new type of poetry, following new rules of rhyme and meter. The argument points to conventional hardware design and indicates that it is a pictorial, graphic, and sculptural depiction of a useful article. While the drawing can be copyrighted, 99 the argument concludes, that copyright protection in no way reaches the resulting circuits built based on the drawing.
It is conveniently forgotten in reaching this point that both the drawing and source code are representations of useful articles. 10 0 They are merely two different languages for designing final gate configurations in a computer. One uses pictures, the other words. Neither produces a result inherently more useful than the other. Rather, each produces an equally useful result-the final gate configuration. Even though final gate configurations are functional, Congress has expressed a clear intention to protect the representations of those configurations through copyright.' 0 ' Furthermore, ASIC design usually involves words rather than pictures.
96. See COPYRIGHT REPORT, supra note 1, at 55, reprinted in 1976 U.S. CODE CONG. & ADMIN. NEWS at 5666; see also Midway Mfg. Co. v. Artic Int'l, 704 F.2d 1009 , 1012 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 823 (1983 Williams Elecs. v. Artic Int'l, 685 F.2d 870, 876-77 (3d Cir. 1982) ; Midway Mfg. Co. v. Strohon, 564 F. Supp. 741, 751-52 (N.D. Ill. 1983) . The definitions of audiovisual works, literary works, and sound recordings in section 101 explicitly state that the works are copyrightable "regardless of the nature of the material objects.., in which they are embodied." 17 U.S.C. § 101 (1982 101. CONTU FINAL REPORT, supra note 45, at 21 ("that the words of a program are used ultimately in the implementation of a process should in no way affect their copyrightability"); see also M. Kramer Mfg. Co. v. Andrews, 783 F.2d 421, 435 (4th Cir. 1986 ); Apple Computer v. Franklin Computer Corp., 714 F.2d 1240 , 1251 (3d Cir. 1983 ) (citing CONTU), cert. dismissed, 464 U. S. 1033 (1984) . [Vol. 42:163 Note that recognizing the method of creation as the basis for drawing the legal line between hardware and software creates a dichotomy between computer technology and everything else.' 0 2 If a gate configuration is originally represented in a literal, rather than pictorial form, the gate configuration qualifies as a copy of the original representation. A mere change in form changes the resulting protection. Yet, changing from a pictorial to a literal representation of a useful article outside the computer arena would not make the useful article a copy of the literal representation of it.
For example, if one were to write out the design for a house, instead of drawing up the design as architectural plans, the house would still not qualify as a copy of the copyrightable literary work.
1 0 3 Even though the literary work can be reproduced from the house, as surely as the program can be reproduced from the resulting logic circuits, that is not sufficient for the house to qualify as a copy of the writing. The crucial difference is that the house, unlike the circuits, cannot otherwise communicate the literary work.
Thus, Congress's decision to protect computer programs as a form of literary work rather than as a pictorial, graphic, or sculptural work necessitates that a line be drawn between useful aspects of computers and other useful articles. This raises the question of whether the harder line to draw is between hardware and software, or between computers and everything else. 10 4 The justifications for this dichotomy lie in the nature of computer technology and in Congress's perception that computer technology requires copyright protection to safeguard the proper level of, and direction for, investments. Apparently, theft in other areas of industrial design is either not sufficiently rampant or not sufficiently harmful to persuade Congress to provide copyright protection. '
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The third and final argument made against extending copyright protection to hardware is that the set of statements defining the gate configurations in logic circuits is either an idea, system, or process. Therefore, in accordance with section 102(b), the gate configuration statements cannot be protected. Various design constraints require 102. Furthermore, if protection is extended to the resulting works in different fashions depending on whether they look like a diagram or a poem, to the extent that the protection from looking like a poem is valuable, hardware designers will just be encouraged to adopt a new language for their work or at least appear to have adopted one. The process and results will still be the same, but at one point the work will look like traditional source code.
103. To reach this result, a court would hold that the house is not a copy of the literal work and would not rely on the limitation in § 113 that applies only to pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works. See 17 U.S.C. § 113(b) (1982) .
104. This is especially so if one adopts the notion that the world itself is actually a giant computer designed to determine the meaning of life. See DOUGLAS ADAMS, So LONG, AND THANKS FOR ALL THE FISH (1985) .
105. Note the adoption of an industrial or design copyright for mask works, while the general design copyright legislation floundered. See Chips Hearings, supra note 16, at 121, 169-71 (testimony of Dorothy Schrader).
certain elements in the set of statements. These elements would be unprotected because their value is a function of factors external to the creativity of the author.' 0 6 Yet, something more is argued here: Some commentators maintain that the set of statements is itself an idea, system, or process and that therefore no part of the set of statements should be protected.' 0 7
Fortunately for our purposes, the exact scope of the statutory exclusion of aspects of otherwise copyrightable works contained in section 102(b) need not be explored. All we must recognize is that the section 102(b) exclusion is not self-defining. Ultimately, it consists of those things that the courts find to be not protected by copyright.
For example, in the landmark copyright case of Baker v. Selden,' 0 8 the Court was presented with a question of copyright infringement pertaining to a copyrighted work book that laid out a new method of bookkeeping. The book also contained blank forms that were necessary to use this approach to bookkeeping. The alleged infringer had written a competing book that detailed, in a somewhat different fashion, the same method and contained copies of the same blank forms.1 0 9 In finding the second work did not infringe the first, the Court held that the copyright in the book, while still valid, protected neither the new method nor the blank forms necessary to use the method. 1 0 Thus began the category of aspects of works not protected by copyright, which is now reflected in section 102(b).
In focusing on whether the statements used to create an ASIC should be found to be excluded from copyright protection by section 102(b), the analogy to conventional software significantly undermines the exclusion argument. The set of statements that are used to create 107. See Hinckley, supra note 12, at 34 ("Accordingly, because microcode is effectively inseparable from the microprocessor itself, the sensible approach in determining the legal protection to be afforded microcode is to decide on the proper form of protection for the microprocessor as a whole. . ." and that is not copyright.); Friedman, supra note 12, at 298; Samuelson, supra note 12, at 741. A number of courts have considered and rejected the argument. See Apple Computer v. Formula Int'l, 725 F.2d 521, 523 (9th Cir. 1984) ("Formula contends that the computer programs involved in this lawsuit, because they control the internal operation of the computer, are only 'ideas' or 'processes' .... ); Apple Computer v. Franklin Computer Corp., 714 F.2d 1240, 1250 (3d Cir. 1983 ) ("Franklin argues that an operating system program is either a 'process,' 'system,' or 'method of operation' and hence uncopyrightable." (citation omitted)), cert. dismissed, 464 U.S. 1033 (1984) ; NEC Corp., slip op. at 5-6 (rejecting that microcode is necessarily a system). [Vol. 42:163
101 U.S. 99 (1879
an ASIC are no more a system than are the analogous set of statements protected under copyright as conventional software. Both are merely a person's attempt to solve a particular problem. In some circumstances, two people may be trying to solve the same problem, one through circuit design and one through software design.II' Both sets of statements respond to the constraints imposed by the medium in which the designers are working. The difference is that circuit design takes place in a realm bounded more directly by the electrical laws of nature than software design, which takes place in a realm where conventions are superimposed over the electrical laws of nature. Yet, this difference does not render the set of statements associated with traditional techniques of hardware design an idea. Certainly, copyright will not provide an exclusive right to exploit the laws of nature. But protecting a set of statements reflecting those laws, which is used to create an ASIC, provides no more monopoly over the laws of nature than does the protection of conventional software or conventional literary works over their respective constraints.
12
Thus, given that software programs stored in memory chips are protected under copyright, the formal copyright structure does not justify excluding from protection a set of statements used to create the circuits of an ASIC. Of course, the structure merely reflects the underlying principles that copyright ideally serves. Those principles call for protecting both the original set of statements and the resulting copy (the ASIC) under copyright.
B. The Two Principles Underlying Copyright
Two principles should control the type of protection afforded to the various elements of computer technology: ensuring that the balance is struck at the socially optimal level between the incentives to produce and the free flow of ideas, and ensuring that the system of protection does not establish the direction of investment (i.e., that one design worth $3 million to society receives $1 million in incentives while a second design worth the same receives no incentives).
The necessay level of incentives.
In looking at the balance between the author and society as it applies to ASICs, we must address the questions of whether a legal monopoly is necessary to produce the correct level of investment and 11I. See, e.g ., Koopman, supra note 56, at 235 (comparing instruction decoding and execution control sections for a computer: one using microcode, the other, hardwired logic); see also Harris, supra note 18, at 209-10. 112. For example, copyrighting a program in BASIC that was written for a particular microcomputer creates a monopoly only over that particular expression, not over the BASIC language or the microcomputer. Similarly, the protection of a conventional literary work creates no monopoly over the use of paper and ink or grammatical rules.
whether the functional character of ASICs indicates that some other legal system would better provide that protection.
An important preliminary issue to resolve is whether copyright protection for the set of statements defining a gate configuration will in any way affect the cost to the consumers, or if the existing incentives given to all aspects of computer technology instead will be redistributed to give designers working in this aspect of computer technology a larger share.
For example, providing performers a performance right in sound recordings would be unlikely to increase licensing revenues to BMI or ASCAP, since bars and radio stations are unlikely to pay more for what appears to them to be the same right, playing the records. Instead, such a grant would redistribute the fees paid to ASCAP or BMI between existing rights holders and the new rights holder, the performers. 1 1 3 Similarly, the added protection of copyright is unlikely to enable the producer of chips already covered by patent to charge a higher price for its products.
1 4 For these chips, copyright may only redistribute some of the value of the work from the chip manufacturer to the designer.'
5
Generally ASICs will not satisfy the high standards necessary to obtain patent protection. Therefore, copyright protection may significantly increase the incentives associated with producing them as compared to a market where they are not protected by copyright. An increase in incentives is likely because of the "public good" nature of these works.
Traditional public goods are products for which the benefits are too dispersed to provide an adequate incentive to produce privately.
16
Examples include national defense, maintenance of law and order, lighthouses, and public gardens. Government generally must provide these goods, because their benefits are widely dispersed among a variety of users, and because their economic value is either uncertain (as in the case of national defense) or difficult to measure in economic terms (as in the case of beautiful public gardens).
Computer technology contains some aspect of the public-good market failure in that the works cost far less to copy than to create." 1 7 Un-113. Interview with Professor Paul Goldstein, Stanford Law School (Feb. 15, 1989 1329, 1337 (1987) . Note that programs are not truly characterized by nonrivalrous consump- [Vol. 42:163 less some protection against copying is provided, a copier, with no investment in the original development of the work, can charge such a low price for his copied product that the original author cannot earn a reasonable return on his investment in creating the work.' 18 This does not mean that these works will go unproduced. 119 The economic benefit may be sufficient for a company to hire a designer to create such a work even in the absence of copyright protection. 20 Rather, it indicates that the level of incentives will be lower than, and the direction of investment different from, that prevailing in a market where the return is a function of the societal value of the work.
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In the current market for ASICs, the work's economic benefit plays a primary role, while the public-good aspects remain secondary. Just as the investment in early software was recouped as part of the price of the hardware on which it ran,' 2 2 much of the investment in ASICs can be recouped through contract in the absence of copyright protection, because the works are largely produced under special order arrangements. 123 As a result, investment capital to develop this kind of computer technology has been readily available.
124
As technological advances provide a more general and interchangeable role for ASICs, and as ASICs become an equivalent to today's mass-marketed applications software for personal computers, the martion. Even with games, being the only kid on the block to possess a copy may have some value. As programs get more involved, consumption becomes more rivalrous. Thus, two engineering firms competing against one another for design work are not likely to share freely their computer-aided design programs with one another. COPYRIGHTS 205, 212-13 (J. Palmer & R. Zerbe eds. 1986) .
See
120. For example, consider a law firm where the billing is done manually. The law firm calculates that replacing the manual system with an automated system will reduce costs and improve receipts. The economic benefit from having the automated system is less than the cost of the equipment required plus the cost to hire someone to program the system. Therefore, the law firm will likely buy the equipment and hire the programmer, despite the absence of any copyright protection in the resulting program. 123. See Simpson, supra note 17, at 122 (69% of semicustom chips were designed by customers using the vendors' equipment, 15% were designed by the vendors, 10% were designed by customers using their own equipment, and 6% were designed by distributors or independent consultants).
124. See Rice, supra note 17, at 30 (" 'The venture capitalists were in a frenzy because now you could sell product that would be priced for its value.' ") (quoting Wes Patterson, Marketing Vice President of Xilinx). ket can be expected to shift to the point where these informal mechanisms of protection are inadequate. 125 Recent increases in competition, with resulting decreases in prices and rates of return, along with the inclusion of these works in goods marketed publicly, indicate that this point either already has been reached, or soon will be.
126 Along with this shift in the market should come a recognition that copyright is as necessary to protect these works as it was to protect conventional software and chip masks.
127
Since ASICs can be found in many broadly marketed products, competitors can appropriate much of the future value of the work. For example, several personal computers marketed recently have contained PLDs.' 2 8 The societal value of these works is the sum of their present value, which represents the value of the intellectual creativity incorporated into the product (largely recovered through the initial design contract), and their future value, which represents the ability to incorporate this same intellectual creativity into making improvements or creating other works. If the circuits are not protected by copyright as a copy of the original set of statements, a competitor will be free to incorporate them into future improvements, thereby depriving the original author of a significant portion of the work's societal value.
This qualitative analysis of the economic factors involved in hardware design indicates that market mechanisms will undercompensate investment in such design. Quantitative factors in the marketplace itself support this qualitative analysis, indicating that the present system of rights provides inadequate incentives to investment in hardware design as compared to a market where the return on investment reflects the societal value of the work. Three prominent factors deserve discussion: the shortage of skilled personnel, the slowing of capital formation as a percentage of output, and the decreased investment in research. Though these factors are only partially a result of the public-good nature of these works, they confirm the qualitative economic analysis and 125. This point is reached when the revenues from the first sale no longer provide sufficient incentives to create the work. On the evolution of PLDs, see [Vol. 42:163 provide objective evidence of a need for greater incentives for investment in circuit design.
The current shortage of chip designers and engineers suggests that protection is inadequate. 12 9 In this context, shortages indicate that firms would hire additional engineers or designers, if any were available at current salary levels. Though increasing current salaries would help to eliminate the shortage, to the extent that economic returns enter into career path decisions,' 3 0 under the current level of incentives firms are unable to raise salaries and also satisfy rate of return expectations.1 3 1 This suggests that the current level of incentives is inadequate to provide the goods desired by the public-that is, the demand for qualified designers exceeds the supply. In the absence of the public-good nature of the resulting product, prices should rise until supply and demand equalize. Since copying of the unprotected design by competitors prevents this, an increase in protection can be justified to the extent that an increase in returns on these investments would raise the level of compensation paid the designers. 13 2 As long as firms reinvested the extra returns in this field, demand for these employees likely would increase, indirectly achieving the same effect. 132. Several factors distort this analysis. For example, there may be extraneous factors limiting an individual's ability to pursue an education in chip design, such as a poor math education at the precollege level. Also, the incentives may be currently adequate, but a long lead time exists between development of the incentives and the production of qualified personnel. In addition, the directions created by the traditional employee work for hire rule, 17 U.S.C. § § 101, 201(b) (1982) (favoring capital over investment), may encourage skilled designers to forsake design and enter management in the search for greater economic returns on their labor. See Are You Better OffNow?, FORTUNE, Oct. 10, 1988 (cover) (scientist: $46,300; machinist: $48,000; manager: $74,500; financial consultant: $100,000+). Even within the computer technology field, managers earn more than the designers . See What Are You Worth in 1988 , DATAMATION, Oct. 1, 1988 , at 53, 58 (average salary for managers: $49,952; average salary for lead designers: $45,016-based on salaries for Systems Analysis, Applications Programming, Systems Analysis/Programming, and Operating Systems Programming). This difference in remuneration is reflected in the number of degrees awarded in the two fields: 23% of the bachelor's degrees awarded in 1984-1985 were in Business and Management, compared to only 7.9%o in Engineering. Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, supra note 130, at 38.
The lower level of capital formation in hardware design in the United States also indicates a need for greater protection. The semiconductor industry in the United States has spent approximately 17 percent of sales on capital equipment. In comparison, industry in Japan spends approximately 23 percent, and in Europe, approximately 18 percent.
133 Interestingly, both Japan and Europe have broader industrial design protection for useful articles than does the United States.' 3 4 Because capital investment determines the level of manufacturing technology, three-quarters of the chip manufacturing plants in Japan can turn out chips with circuit lines smaller than two microns, 13 5 whereas only half of the plants in the United States can do so.
3 6
The failure of industry in the United States to maintain a competitive research and development growth rate also suggests that returns on investment in hardware design are inadequate. Between 1970 and 1985, research and development expenditures have increased by 190 percent in Japan, by 71 percent in West Germany, France, and the United Kingdom, and by only 55 percent in the United States. 137 Japan spent 2.77 percent of its gross national product on research and development in 1985 compared to only 1.85 percent in 1970 (an increase of 50 percent). The United States spent 2.69 percent of its gross national product on research and development in 1985 and 2.57 percent in 1970 (an increase of only 5 percent).' 38 France, West Germany, and the United Kingdom increased spending on research and development as a percent of gross national product from 1.91 percent to 2.31 percent (an increase of 21 percent), 2.06 percent to 2.67 percent (an increase of 30 percent), and 2.07 percent to 2.42 percent (an increase of 17 percent), respectively.
139
Finally, each of these three factors creates its own vicious cycle. A shortage in trained personnel tends to deplete the ranks of educators in the field, thereby inhibiting the training of future personnel.14 0 A failure now to invest in equipment and research reduces our ability to compete in the future, with a resulting reduction in income. Assuming a constant relative investment in equipment and research, reductions in [Vol. 42:163 income spell a reduction in the absolute level of capital equipment and research and development investments. The result has been dramatic: Japan has captured 90 percent of the market for dynamic random access memory chips (DRAMs) and 50 percent of the world market for integrated circuits. The United States controls less than 10 percent and 38 percent of these markets, respectively.
Thus, both qualitative analysis and quantitative reality reveal the need for copyright protection of ASICs. The quantitative indications of market failure also highlight the inadequacies of both trade secret and patent protection for these works, because the failures arose during a time frame when both of these forms of protection were available.
14 2
Despite the quantitative evidence to the contrary, some commentators maintain that copyright provides an inappropriate balance between the author and society in the case of useful articles, citing the limitation in section 113(b) concerning the scope of copyright protection for pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works which portray useful articles. 143 Yet Congress has clearly indicated that copyright protection is appropriate for useful articles in the field of computer technology.
144
To the extent the inclusion of useful aspects of computer technology under copyright represents a shift from the historic treatment of useful articles, the shift recognizes that computer technology requires a dual system of federal intellectual property protection. Advances in computer technology that satisfy patent's higher standards of novelty and nonobviousness require the broader "substantial equivalent" monopoly of patent. Those works that satisfy the lower originality standard of copyright merit only the more narrow "copying" monopoly of copyright. While commentators may complain that this blurs the line between patent and copyright, 14 5 their argument is misplaced. The line between patent and copyright remains firm. But for computer technology, the focus has moved to the level of creativity in the work and the resulting scope of monopoly, rather than whether a particular form of the work is a useful article.
Thus, the balance of incentives provides support for protecting hardware designs as computer programs under the Copyright Act. A more clear-cut justification lies ahead, though, that centers around directions in investment that an intellectual property system can gener-141. See Brandt, supra note 136, at 95. 142. This confirms the assumption above that patent, trade secret, and the SCPA would provide inadequate protection for these works. See note 16 supra.
143. See, e.g., Samuelson, supra note 12, at 741; James Chesser, Semiconductor Chip Protection: Changing Roles for Copyright and Competition, 71 VA. L. REv. 249, 275-78 (1985) (student author); Friedman, supra note 12, at 298-99.
144. Both conventional software and chip mask works are protected under a copyrighttype system despite their useful nature. See 17 U.S.C. § § 101, 117 (1987) (indirectly including computer programs within the "literary work" category of copyrightable works); 17 U.S.C.A. § § 901-914 (West Supp. 1989) (protecting mask works under copyright-like scheme).
145. See, e.g., Chesser, supra note 143, at 276-77; Friedman, supra note 12, at 299 n.128.
ate, which are contrary to the direction indicated by the value of the resulting work to society.
The appropriate direction of incentives.
Consider two works that are functionally equivalent and of the same value to society. Providing protection which increases the returns from one, but not the other, will generate a preference to invest in the work receiving protection. Even if the unprotected work is more valuable to society, to the extent the protection enables a firm to receive a greater return, firms will underinvest in the unprotected work and overinvest in the protected work. 14 6
The instruction decoding and executing control sections of a modem computer provide a good example. 14 7 A firm may, among other options, use either a form of microcode or hardwired logic to accomplish the necessary function. Generally, the advantages of microcode are that it is less expensive to design initially and retains flexibility. The hardwired logic performs the task more quickly. Assume that neither would satisfy the patent standards of novelty or nonobviousness. Both would qualify for copyright under the originality standard, though. Assume further that a copyright enables the holder to recover 3 percent of the value of the work to society, while without copyright protection, only 2 percent can be recovered.'
48 Both cost the same to produce and both are valued equally by society.
If the microcode is protected by copyright and the hardwired logic is not, a firm will choose to invest in the microcode. Even if society preferred the hardwired logic, the firm would continue to invest in microcode until the returns from the two were equal. Thus, given the recovery rates specified above, a firm would not invest in the hardwired logic until society valued the hardwired logic at least 50 percent more than it valued the microcode.
Any lines drawn in this area would create such a directional effect, so long as copyright protection would apply on one side of the line and no formal protection would apply on the other. Whether the line were based on the logic-memory distinction or some conceptually nondistinct line between hardware and software, a firm would, at the margins, REv. 261, 288 (1958) . Even if managers decide formally on the basis of net present value, there remains considerable leeway in determining expected markets and prices, which a manager can manipulate to obtain the desired answer. But, so long as there is no systematic tendency to invest in the unprotected work despite an expectation of a lower level of return, the level of incentives should control the level of investment. This should occur even if individual projects do not fully reflect an economic choice.
147. See also text accompanying note 89 supra. 148. The absolute value of the returns selected is unimportant. The critical factor is the percent difference between the two. Given that 100 to I is a typical ratio of creation to copying cost in this field, the decrease in return without protection is, if anything, conservative. See Chips Hearings, supra note 16, at 71 (testimony of Gerald J. Mossinghoff). [Vol. 42:163 invest in a work of lower value to society because of the incentives provided by the copyright system. Given the lack of availability of other types of protection, 149 and the ease with which the intellectual labor can be appropriated, the margins may cover a fairly large area.
The numeric evidence from the market tends to support this common sense notion. Compare, for example, the returns on assets and sales of four companies involved primarily in semiconductor chips with three companies involved primarily in packaged software. The number of degrees awarded in the two fields also provides some indication of the greater returns to be found in software development. For the 1984-85 academic year, 38,878 bachelor's degrees (4 percent of total number awarded) and 7,101 master's degrees (2.5 percent of total) were awarded in computer science as compared to 21,691 bachelor's (2.2 percent of total) and 5,153 master's degrees (1.8 percent of total) in electrical engineering. 15 While other factors may account for these differences, the differences in returns and in degrees awarded provide circumstantial evidence that providing differing levels of legal protection for functionally equivalent works facing similar markets and requiring similar investments may generate directions of investment contrary to those that would prevail on a level playing field. Thus, to the extent that copyright is the chosen form of protection for conventional software, copyright protection should also be extended to the other symbolic representation of gate configurations-hardware design. Concerns about the balance between the free flow of ideas and the incentives to produce should be addressed by properly applying the principles of copyright, not by denying protection altogether.
C. Application of Copyright Principles to Reflect the Proper Balance in the Case of Gate Configurations
To ensure the proper balance between the free flow of ideas and the incentives to produce, copyright protection must be measured to fit the needs of the work at hand. Some chips can create market externalities that must be considered in determining the proper scope of protection. Just as with music, fabric, literary works, maps, and indeed as with all works protected by copyright, the protection must be tailored to avoid granting a monopoly excessive in scope-a monopoly that is so broad that it rewards the author for societal value she did not create.
Market externalities.
A chip can create market externalities by establishing a market standard from which individuals are reluctant to switch because of retraining costs entailed in such a switch. 15 2 Combining this externality with the advantages of market power leads to our first two theoretical concerns: inferior standard adoption and market monopolization. A third theoretical concern is that copyright protection may impede the development of future works.
As an example, consider a microprocessor that is created by a major chip manufacturer and included within the most popular type of personal computer. Because of the market power of the manufacturer, a large number of consumers purchase the unit, buy software for it, and learn to use it. Having made a substantial time investment to learn the standards associated with one product, the value of a noncompatible model would have to be sufficiently higher to cover retraining costs before consumers would switch. In addition, even if the noncompatible product were substantially superior, if software-manufacturers fail to produce software for the new product, very few consumers will buy the product, and it will not recover an appropriate share of its societal value. 15 3 This example implicates the first two theoretical concerns. Market monopolization may occur if other manufacturers are not able to compete by marketing compatible computers because of the intellectual property protection on the original. An inferior standard may be adopted or retained as consumers will not want to retrain. Yet the actual data from the marketplace indicates that copyright protection for 152. Cf Synercom Technology v. University Computing Co., 462 F. Supp. 1003 , 1013 (N.D. Tex. 1978 ) ("Use of the same ['figure-H'] pattern [in all automobiles with manual transmissions] might be socially desirable, as it would reduce the retraining of drivers.").
153. See, e.g., Geoff Lewis, Commodore is Anything but Dead, Bus. WK., Mar. 9, 1987, at 96, 96-97 (detailing difficulties in marketing the Amiga personal computer despite its superior capabilities); see also Karjala, supra note 18, at 46-47; Menell, supra note 117, at 1360-62. [ Vol. 42:163 hardware designs would not exacerbate the extent to which these two theoretical concerns are a marketplace reality.
While a firm with significant market power sometimes can set the standards, market power will exist and influence the market regardless of the presence of either copyright or patent. Data from the actual market for computer technology provide little indication that either copyright or patent protection significantly increases barriers to competition. 154 Consider the case of the copyright on IBM's basic input-output system (BIOS) on its personal computer. Despite IBM's copyrights in the program, competitors have developed their own versions of functionally equivalent BIOS. 155 Since creating a functionally identical version does not infringe the copyright-only copying IBM's version would do that-the copyright on the program has not significantly limited competition among IBM-compatible personal computers.
Even the broader protection of patent provides no guarantee of exclusivity when it comes to computer technology. IBM patented its Micro Channel architecture in its new PS/2 line of personal computers. Already, several manufacturers have come out with sets of chips that duplicate the functions of the IBM standard.
156
A copyright or a patent will provide the owner with either additional lead time or additional licensing fees. If the competitor cannot obtain a license, she may have to "reinvent the wheel" and come up with a different way of accomplishing the same result. This is not necessarily bad, though. To the extent the extra incentive provided by the lead time or license fees encourages creation of the works in the first place, such expenditures are socially necessary, not socially wasteful. 157 As far as getting locked into an inferior standard, evidence from the marketplace again suggests that this may happen in the absence of any legal exclusionary right. 15 , May 1985, at 332, 336 (papers & proceedings) . Economic rationality does not always dictate results. The QWERTY keyboard remains despite proof that more efficient designs exist which would, for typists, repay the retraining investment within a few days. See id. at 332. Economically consistent rationales might still justify a refusal to switch to a more efficient standard, since typists may fear that retraining would lessen the transferability and marketability of their skills or manufacturers may fear that production of the more efficient design would reduce the total [Vol. 42:163 computer marketplace suggests little tendency of inferior standard adoption as a result of copyright.' 59 Smaller creative companies have been very successful in seeing their products adopted, either indirectly, through tying arrangements with larger firms which have substantial marketing power but lack innovative technology, or directly, by marketing a superior product.
Tying arrangements enabled Microsoft's operating system to become a standard in the personal computer field despite the company's small size at the time.1 60 Similarly, Intel's use of second-sourcing enabled it to capture a far more substantial part of the market than its manufacturing capabilities could have supplied.' 6 1
Even without tying arrangements, small firms with innovative and superior products can succeed despite competition from companies with far superior market power. The field of computer workstations, which is expected to be the next big product cycle in computers, provides a powerful example of this fact. 16 2 Using reduced instruction set chips (RISCs), the smaller companies set the standards for workstation design and performance.' 63 Now IBM and DEC are following their lead. 16 4 The chosen operating system (UNIX) for most workstations was developed by Bell Labs, known more for its technical ability than its brute marketing strength.' 6 5 Both of these methods of getting innovative products to the consumer illustrate the nature of the computer market. Since purchasers level of demand for their products. See id. at 332-33. Note that the initial popularity of QWERTY arose from its use to teach the touch typing technique in the 1890s, not as a result of any legal monopoly in the QWERTY keyboard. See id. at 334. Interestingly enough, the electronic word processor may solve this problem. A software interface can be used to convert the QWERTY keyboard to any other desired arrangement. Word processors can then take their converter with them and not have to worry about incompatible skills (though faster word processors may decrease the demand for word processors). Furthermore, a programmer who creates this software package has no concern about the total demand for word processors, but only cares about the demand for her program.
159. In fact, evidence suggests that producers who insist upon producing goods under a proprietary standard may fare poorly in the computer market. See, e.g., Susan M. Gelfond, IBM's Micro Channel Gets a Little Respect, Bus. WK., Mar. 20, 1989, at 156, 156-58; Leslie Helm, Can Apollo Stop Hurtling Toward Earth?, Bus. WK., Feb. 27, 1989, at 108; Mark Ivey & Geoff Lewis, Compaq vs. IBM: Peace Comes to Shove, Bus. WK., Mar. 13, 1989, at 132; Microsoft Hedges Its Bets, Bus. WK., Feb. 27, 1989, at Beat, Bus. WK., Feb. 27, 1989, at 40, 40-41. 163. A conventional instruction set chip (CISC) will have hundreds of instructions that it directly recognizes. A RISC recognizes only the 20-30% of these instructions that are used most often. The smaller instruction set means that the RISC can do "less" but it can do it much faster than a CISC. Mar. 1988, at 37. of these products use them to improve productivity and to compete in the purchaser's own markets, purchasers will not tolerate obsolete or inferior equipment, but instead will update regularly. Thus, both of the first two theoretical concerns are undermined by the realities of the marketplace.
MONTH,
Dealing with the third concern, whether copyright will impede the production of future works, presents greater difficulty. Commentators argue that works of computer technology, because they are technology, progress in steps. 166 Each work improves slightly on what has gone before. They argue that to provide a legal monopoly over any given work in the progression will impede this building process, yielding a lower total social value of the works than if the monopoly is not granted.
167
The exact question presented is an empirical one 68 : whether more and more highly valued works will be produced under a scheme where each designer must create anew or license each step in the progression, but is fully rewarded for the value she imparts to the work, or under a scheme where all designers as a whole are undercompensated for the creative elements they impart, but are free to copy as they see fit from the prior works of others. I think three responses can be made to the contention that an absence of copyright for works of industrial design is preferable. First, consider the specific issue at hand. The design through written statements of the circuits on an ASIC, and the protection of these statements as copyrightable works and the circuits themselves as copies of the statements, presents no different considerations in terms of technological progress than does the design and protection of software programs as copyrightable works. For both, the use of prior works may make a specific task somewhat easier, but such use is neither necessary to the creation nor certain to improve the quality of the second work. Furthermore, the quantity and variety of software programs available today is considerable despite, or maybe because of, copyright protection. 169 While it is impossible to determine whether the quantity and variety would be greater without the protection, the 1980 amendments to the Copyright Act indicate that Congress's best guess is that protect- EcoN. LITERATURE 1120 , 1144 -45 (1988 169. Spivack suggests that the current consolidation of, and high returns for, the software industry are a result of excessive legal protection. See Spivack, supra note 127, at 763 n. 169. This is the exact sort ofjump that cannot be made on the available evidence. Despite the market concentration and high returns, it remains uncertain whether higher social value will be generated under a system giving extensive protection to software through copyright or under a system with less extensive protection.
ing computer programs will prove the better alternative.' 70 As a general matter for all works of technology, the argument is certainly less convincing than these commentators would have you believe. All of them fail to meaningfully distinguish the creative process for technology from that employed in creating works of art or literature. 17 1 Consider a novel or a motion picture. Despite possible short term quantity and cost advantages from permitting large segments of prior works to be copied into new movies or novels, we have decided to forego those short term advantages in the hope that copyright will encourage a greater production over the long term. 172 Is there some qualitative difference in the creativity or the design process involved between creating a work of literature and a work of technology? In writing a note, I set a goal, perhaps of convincing my audience of the desirability of copyright protection for ASICs. I then craft together words and phrases, looking at their qualities and their texture, (hopefully) within the rules of grammar, to achieve a work that (perhaps) accomplishes that end. In designing a work of technology, perhaps a casing string for an oil well, I consider my materials, not words, but steel pipe and cement, look at their qualities, their tensile strength, size, weight, and a few others, and arrange my materials in a manner consistent with physical laws to achieve my objective. 173 The conceptual difference between these two is significantly less than immediately apparent.
All the commentators can say to support their argument that the creative process is qualitatively different is that historically engineers have relied heavily on prior works, while authors have not. But that historical fact alone cannot prove the necessary point. 1 74 Since authors are forbidden by copyright from direct copying and engineers are not, all that fact can prove is that in a system where we have already decided not to protect engineering works against this type of use, better engineering works may be produced more cheaply by copying from prior engineering works. This is a far cry from proving that, as an initial matter, a system which does not protect against this use produces better works than a system that does.
As It is the engineer's task to look through the many possible solutions to find the one that seems best to her.
Furthermore, in looking at past works, the engineer must decide which elements should be copied into the new work, avoiding elements that were mistakes or unnecessary in the prior works. She must recognize the material differences in the conditions between the prior problems and the current one, modifying elements to conform fully to the current conditions. By definition, a better engineer will use the available information and materials to produce a work with a higher social value, while a poorer engineer may incorporate prior mistakes or fail to fully adjust elements of prior works to the new situation, leading to a work with comparatively lower, possibly negative, social value.' If we refuse to protect these works to reward the engineer in proportion to the societal value of her work, the likely result is a lower quality of engineer and engineering works. The poor engineer merely copies from prior works, adding little in the way of social value, but receives a reward that reflects both the value of the prior works and his own comparatively meager contribution. He is being subsidized in his practice by efforts of prior engineers. Economically, this subsidy will create a greater supply of these engineers than would otherwise be present.
The better engineer will add significant social value to the prior works and is the one who will be subsidizing the poor engineers of tomorrow. This subsidy acts as a tax of sorts on her income, which economically results in a smaller supply of better engineers than would otherwise be present.
Finally, the failure to protect these works seeks to achieve the same works for less, the only certain result of which is to reduce salaries for engineers. Failure to protect treats the engineer as a technician, assuming that an engineer neither has nor needs creative talent. Both of these factors will tend to drive some who would have been engineers 175. See Chesser, supra note 143, at 288-89; Karjala, supra note 18, at 88. 176. Consider the contests in engineering schools to build a paper airplane that flies furthest or a bridge from toothpicks that supports the greatest load. If the best solution were inherently determined by the available materials and natural laws, everyone should develop the same airplane, the same bridge. But the simple answer is that everyone does not.
177. See Paul Dvorak, How Does Good Engineering Go Bad?, MACHINE DESIGN, Oct. 6, 1988, at 105. By negative social value, I am referring to bridges or buildings that collapse because of the engineer's failure to consider the environment of the work. Cf Scouring Suspected in Failure, ENR, Apr. 6, 1989 , at 19 (7 people died when a bridge collapsed). into other tasks-tasks which, while producing less social value, nevertheless are more highly compensated and more respected in society. 178 Thus, the comparison becomes whether a bunch of undercompensated, mediocre engineers can, by copying elements from prior works, create new works that over the long run have a higher net social value than the new works created by a group of properly compensated, more talented engineers who license prior works or design from scratch as the situation demands. The choice we have made to protect through copyright other forms of creative works, especially software programs, seems to justify the protection of the set of statements and the resulting ASICs in the same manner. However, to ensure that copyright protection for this technology generates a net gain for society, courts must carefully circumscribe the scope of the monopoly.
The idea-expression dichotomy.
The key to successfully applying copyright to the set of statements and the resulting ASIC lies in recognizing that copyright protects the set of statements as a literary work.17 9 Therefore, the scope of protection must focus on the literary nature of the work. Accordingly, the idea-expression dichotomy should dictate the scope of protection, not the useful article limitation which governs pictorial, graphic and sculptural works.
Recall, however, that the successful application of the idea-expression dichotomy requires a determination of which elements are expression and which are idea. Neither idea nor expression is self-defining. ' 8 0 Consequently, when courts determine which elements of a work to protect (expression) and which elements not to protect (idea), they are actually making a policy determination as to the scope of the monopoly required to produce the work in question. 181 In applying the idea-expression dichotomy to the set of statements 178. Consider litigators, for example. Litigators create very little social value (the decisions that result from litigation create law, so they may somewhat increase the size of the pie). Instead, they concentrate on dividing up the existing pie. Their high salaries are a reflection of their value to the private parties who want a bigger share of the pie.
179. 17 U.S.C. § 101 (1982) . See also Whelan Assocs. v.Jaslow Dental Lab., 797 F.2d 1222 , 1234 (3d Cir. 1986 ), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 1031 Apple Computer v. Franklin Computer Corp., 714 F.2d 1240 , 1249 & n.7 (3d Cir. 1983 ), cert. dismissed, 464 U.S. 1033 . Most people do not buy software to read the code, but rather to convert a general purpose machine into a task-specific machine. Nevertheless, the useful article limitation can provide no useful guide in the area. All gate configurations are equally utilitarian, whether represented in source code, object code, or conventional hardware schematics. To that extent, the useful article limitation is useless to draw lines either between hardware and software or within any given program as to which elements should be protected.
180. Cf Apple Computer, 714 F.2d at 1253 (whether ideas and expression have merged is a metaphysical issue).
181. See, e.g., Herbert RosenthalJewelry Corp. v. Kalpakian, 446 F.2d 738, 742 (9th Cir. 1971 ) ("What is basically at stake is the extent of the copyright owner's monopoly-from how large an area of activity did Congress intend to allow the copyright owner to exclude others?"). [Vol. 42:163 and the resulting ASIC, a correct analysis of the two principles of copyright 18 2 should determine which elements are idea and which are expression. To say that the work is an engineering work and that therefore the majority of its value mi4st remain unprotected will not suffice. Furthermore, if the idea selected excludes most of the economic value of the work, that is a strong indication that the idea has been chosen incorrectly, and that we should rethink our policy analysis. In fact, if "engineering" work contains a greater portion of its value in the future uses of the work than traditional literary works, aspects of the work relating to the future value must receive greater, not less, protection in order for the work as a whole to capture the same percentage of its societal value.1 8 3
200
As a starting point, remember that all of the various forms of computer programs represent a system, i.e., a method of getting from point A to point B.
184 Courts long ago decided that the principles behind copyright justify excluding systems from protection;' 8 5 therefore, others must be free to travel the same route. Yet at the same time, subsequent authors are not free to use the original expression employed. The line between the system, or idea, and the expression is a troublesome one.' 8 6 To explore it, the courts have developed several doctrines, which reflect the underlying principles of copyright. These principles can be examined to help determine which elements in a work generally should be protected. For our work, three of these doctrines require careful consideration: a narrow range of protection for aspects that can only be expressed in a limited number of ways, merger for truly basic works, and no protection for expression dictated by external constraints.
Case law tells us that a work expressing an idea that may be expressed in only a limited number of ways will have a very narrow range 182 . See text accompanying notes 113-151 supra. 183. To avoid creating incentives for investment in directions contrary to those indicated by the total social value of the work, the author's return as a percent of societal value should remain constant across the range of works protected by copyright.
184. Indeed, the definition of computer program requires that the work be capable of producing a result. 17 U.S.C. § 101 (1982) . 186. The levels-of-abstractions approach suggested by Learned Hand has proven quite durable in this area (or at least the words by which he described it have). See Nichols v. Universal Pictures Corp., 45 F.2d 119 (2d Cir. 1930 ), cert. denied, 282 U.S. 902 (1931 .
Upon any work, and especially upon a play, a great number of patterns of increasing generality will fit equally well, as more and more of the incident is left out. The last may perhaps be no more than the most general statement of what the play is about, and at times might consist only of its title; but there is a point in this series of abstractions where they are no longer protected, since otherwise the playwright could prevent the use of his "ideas," to which, apart from their expression, his property is never extended. Id at 121. [Vol. 42:163 of protection, perhaps prohibiting only near-verbatim copying.' 8 7 Particularly, the courts will provide a limited range of protection in areas where use of some aspects of a copyrighted work is critical to the creation of future works. Thus, a copyright in a musical work will not cover rhythm or harmony, because of their fundamental nature; music as we know it cannot be expressed without resort to these building blocks.' 8 8 Similarly, copyright does not protect basic shapes in artwork,' 8 9 the layout of streets on a city map,' 9 0 facts in a news story, biography, scientific or historical work, 19 ' game rules, or instructions for useful articles. '
92
At the extreme, when there is only one way to express an idea, the idea and the expression merge, and the work receives no copyright protection. Since both "idea" and "expression" are merely words used to cover a policy determination as to the appropriate extent of copyright protection, "merger" must represent a determination that to protect this work would provide a monopoly broader than that Congress intended. 19 3 Thus, basic designs and gates would not be protected because, like basic dance steps, to protect them would provide too broad a monopoly given their importance to the creation of future works. 19 4 For these works, merger is clearly appropriate. 19 5 To the extent that external constraints dictate a particular feature in a copyrighted work, that feature may be copied without infringing the copyright. 19 6 External constraints may require the second work to be substantially similar to the original work to be competitive in the market. Such constraints include engineering and economic considerations, 1 9 7 the preferences of the consuming public, 19 8 external compatibility requirements, 99 and the nature of the work itself.
20 0
Thus, in building a tower with a spherical structure on top, those elements of the design which are dictated by engineering and economic considerations cannot be protected by copyright. 20 1 Similarly, in creating a program for individuals involved in cotton marketing, those elements "dictated by the externalities of the cotton market" are not ably necessary, given the constraint of being compatible with both the application programs and the microprocessor. 20 9 If it is, then identity between the elements provides no indication of infringement. This test will limit copyright protection for specific elements, such as the instruction set for operating systems, as well as for general elements, such as structure, sequence and organization, whenever protecting those elements would enable the author to garner the rewards for societal value she did not create. 210 By properly applying this principle, gate configurations, whether created through conventional software design or through traditional hardware design, can be protected under the copyright system in a manner providing the proper level of incentives and direction for investment, without unduly hindering the creation of new works. While line drawing will still be required, it should focus on incentives rather than talismanic words. Such a focus reduces uncertainty in investment by shifting the critical question from whether a work is hardware or software to whether a work is sufficiently original. While a work falling on the border between hardware and software may have cost millions to create, 2 1 1 a work falling on the border between original and nonoriginal will likely have required a much smaller investment. 2 12 Furthermore, a line drawn on the basis of originality will remain valid as computer technology progresses.
III. CONCLUSION
Copyright must continually adapt to recognize new forms of expression and to protect expression that comes to be recognized as creative. The design of ASICs involves elements of both.
Keeping in mind that the medium is not the message, products in computer technology that embody the same level of intellectual creativity, are functionally interchangeable, and face the same risk of piracy through inexpensive duplication, all deserve the same form of protection. Given the nature of computer technology and its market, copy-right protection seems the most appropriate. Only copyright can encourage works that entail only marginal advances over, and slight differences from, prior works.
Most importantly, only by eliminating differences in the nature of protection and the resulting incentives for investment between software and hardware can the value to society determine the appropriate levels of investment in each. To do otherwise runs the significant risk of stifling innovation when the resulting product falls on the wrong side of the copyright line.
